LOW-COST WAYS FOR LIBRARIES TO CELEBRATE  
GLOBAL MEDIA AND INFORMATION LITERACY (MIL) WEEK 2017  
25 OCTOBER - 1 NOVEMBER

SHOWCASE BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS RELATED TO MIL  
leading up to and during Global MIL Week 2017, and promote with the library members.

ORGANIZE A STORYTIME / READING CLUB FOR CHILDREN  
around issues related to MIL, such as functions of media, online privacy, intercultural dialogue.

ORGANIZE A WORKSHOP WITH LIBRARY MEMBERS, STAFF AND STUDENTS  
on MIL, including presenting data, information, and library instruction content.

CHOOSE 10 BEST MIL CLICKS POSTS, ORGANIZE A MIL CLICKS SEMINAR  
for library professionals/workers, focusing on the media and technology side of MIL.

TEAM UP WITH LOCAL MEDIA OUTLETS  
in raising awareness on the importance of finding relevant and credible sources of information.

ORGANIZE A WEBINAR/ONLINE Q&A ON MIL  
with an information specialist from your library to share the knowledge within your community.

SHARE YOUR CREATIVE ACTIONS:  
EVENTS/ACTIVITIES THAT YOU ORGANIZE SHOULD BE REGISTERED AND PROMOTED GLOBALLY AT:  
#MILCLICKS

Registered events/activities will be showcased on the Global MIL Week 2017 official website.  
More partners and other information can be found on the Global MIL Week 2017 official website at:  